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Abstract: 

Solid-state hole transporting materials, including the traditional poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): 
poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), and recently developed 4,4'-(naphthalene-2,6-diyl)bis(N,N-
bis(4-methoxyphenyl)aniline) (NAP) and (E)-4',4'''-(ethene-1,2-diyl)bis(N,N-bis(4-methoxyphenyl)-
[1'',1'''-biphenyl]-4-amine) (BPV), have been applied as a hole transporting interlayer (HTL) for 
graphene oxide/single walled carbon nanotube-silicon (GOCNT/Si) heterojunction solar cells, 
forming a GOCNT/HTL/Si architecture. The influence of the thickness of the HTL has been studied. 
A new AuCl3 doping process based on bath immersion has been developed and proved to improve 
the efficiency. With the AuCl3-doped GOCNT electrodes, the efficiency of GOCNT/PEDOT:PSS/Si, 
GOCNT/NAP/Si and GOCNT/BPA/Si devices was improved to 12.05 ± 0.21 %, 10.57 ± 0.37 % 
and 10.68 ± 0.27 %, respectively. This study reveals that the addition of an HTL is able to 
dramatically minimise the recombination at the heterojunction interface. 

 

  



1. Introduction 

Over the past several decades, carbon based materials, including carbon nanotubes (CNT)1-6 and 
graphene,7-10 have been widely studied and applied in photovoltaics due to the outstanding 
optoelectronic properties. Graphene oxide (GO), a derivative of the 2-D material graphene, 
containing hydrophilic functional groups, such as hydroxyl, carboxyl and epoxy groups, on the 
edges or over the basal plane,  has been used as an amphiphilic material in the preparation of 
CNT aqueous dispersions.11-13 In the fabrication of a transparent conducting film, the porous and 
disconnected regions of CNT networks can be filled in with GO sheets which offer additional 
transport paths in a composite film (GOCNT).14,15 More importantly, compared to pure CNT films, 
GOCNT composite films, with both hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups, offer much better 
compatibility in both organic solvents and water with dramatically enhanced mechanical properties 
providing great advantages in solution based processing.16,17 

Photovoltaics based on the heterojunction created between silicon (Si) and GOCNT hybrid film, 
GOCNT/Si, have been studied extensively.18 In such a device, as shown in Figure 1 (a), light 
absorption in Si creates excitons which then diffuse and are separated into free charge carriers 
with the help of the built-in potential at the interface of heterojunction. If the device is considered a 
p-typed GOCNT/n-type silicon heterojunction, the separated holes and electrons are collected at 
the GOCNT films and Si respectively.19-21 However, there is still considerable discussion about the 
exact nature of the heterojunction with researchers labelling it as a Schottky junction, metal-
insulator-semiconductor or p-n junctions.22 In most cases, there is a thin layer of SiO2 between the 
Si and top hybrid film, which reduces the reverse saturation current and increases the lifetime of 
the minority carriers and therefore enhances the diode properties.23 

A few studies have shown that the addition of an extra interlayer of conducting polymers, such as 
polyaniline,24 poly(3 hexylthiophene 2,5 diyl) (P3HT),25 and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): 
poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) between Si and CNT can improve the performance of the 
CNT/Si devices.25 Recently, 2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis(N,N’-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9’-spirobiuorene 
(spiro-OMeTAD), which plays the same role in a GOCNT/Si solar cell, has  successfully improved 
the efficiency to above 13 %26 due to the improved hole transport.27-29 In addition to these 
traditional materials, there are also some recently synthesised new low cost hole transporting layer 
(HTL) materials, which have been successfully applied in perovskite solar cells, such as 4,4'-
(naphthalene-2,6-diyl)bis(N,N-bis(4-methoxyphenyl)aniline) (NAP)30 and (E)-4',4'''-(ethene-1,2-
diyl)bis(N,N-bis(4-methoxyphenyl)-[1'',1'''-biphenyl]-4-amine) (BPV) with comparable efficiency as 
that of spiro-OMeTAD.31 Based on these ideas, these new materials as well as PEDOT:PSS, 
which have been widely used in many other devices, including dye-sensitised solar cells,32-35 
perovskite solar cells36-38 and organic photovoltaics39-41 might be able to improve the performance 
of GOCNT/Si solar cells by serving as a HTL and thus enhance the diode properties with limited 
light absorption at the same time, as shown in Figure 1 (b).  

In this report, we apply three different hole transporting materials (PEDOT:PSS, NAP and BPV) as 
the HTL between Si and the transparent conducting GOCNT hybrid film, (GOCNT/PEDOT:PSS/Si, 
GOCNT/NAP/Si and GOCNT/BPV/Si). In order to see the influence of the addition of HTL, control 
devices built with GOCNT and Si were prepared, as pictured in Figure 1 (c) and (d). Optimisation 
of the thickness of HTL was conducted to maximise the efficiency of the devices. The effect of 
doping on GOCNT using a gold chloride (AuCl3) bath was studied as well. 



 

Figure 1: Schematic energy diagram of GOCNT/Si heterojunction without (a) and with (b) an 
interlayer; (M = 2.4 (PEDOT:PSS), 2.52 (NAP) and 2.81 (BPV) eV; N = 5.1 (PEDOT:PSS), 5.38 
(NAP) and 5.48 (BPV) eV);30,31 Schematic structures of (c) GOCNT/Si and (d) GOCNT/HTL/Si 
devices (GOCNT/PEDOT:PSS/Si, GOCNT/ NAP/Si and GOCNT/ BPV/Si). The band gap of 
GOCNT is estimated from the S11 position of the UV-Vis-NIR spectra of the arc-discharged single 
walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) dispersion.  

2. Results and discussion 

2.1 Characterisation of the starting materials and transparent conducting electrodes 

In order to estimate the quality of the GO, 3 different techniques were used to analyse the GO 
stock solution, as shown in Figure S1. Firstly, the diluted GO stock solution (0.017 mg mL-1) 
shows a broad absorption band with a peak at 227 nm (assigned to π-π* transition), a shoulder at 
about 300 nm (assigned to n- π* transition of C=O) and a long tail over the visible range to 800 nm 
or even further, as shown in Figure S1 (a), which is consistent with the literature.42,43 Secondly, 
Raman spectroscopic measurements show that the pure GO film prepared from the GO stock 
solution has two main features, as shown in Figure S1 (b), the D band at 1332 cm-1 (breathing 
mode of A1g symmetry) and the G band at 1587 cm-1 (E2g symmetry of sp2 carbon atoms), which 
are in agreement with the literature values.44 The D band signal is related to the defects on 
graphene structure and caused by out-of-plane vibrations while the G band signal is a result of in-
plane vibrations of sp2 bonded carbon atoms. Generally, the oxygen-rich groups introduced by 
functionalisation on the graphene plane contribute to the D band intensity and lower G/D ratio 
infers higher defect content.45 Here, the G/D ratio is 0.93 indicating that there are many functional 
groups. In addition, scanning electron microscope (SEM) images (Figure S1 (c)) shows that most 
of GO sheets seem to be well-dispersed in the stock solution but there still exist some aggregates 
in the stock solution (Figure S1 (c) inset) and mild sonication of 20 min is possibly not enough to 
separate all flakes into individual sheets. Compared to the literature value (2 min),46 the sonication 



period is 10 times longer, which is partially due to the lower power output for the sonicator used in 
this experiment compared to the one used in literature (80 W versus 100 W). Overall, GO was 
successfully synthesised and the high quality aqueous dispersion was formed. 

Four different characterisation techniques were used to evaluate the properties of the GOCNT 
hybrid films before and after AuCl3 doping, as shown in Figure 2. The UV-Vis-NIR spectra shows 
that the as-prepared film has a broad absorbance feature above 1500 nm with a relatively sharp 
peak at about 1100 nm (Figure 2 (a)), which are assigned to absorbance from the first and second 
van Hove singularities of the semiconducting arc-discharged SWCNTs (S11 and S22).47 The 
transmittance (T) of the film is 85 % which is characterised by the A at 550 nm. Raman spectrum 
(Figure 2 (b)) shows a G band with a clear metallic contribution in the low energy area in the as-
prepared film because of the strong electron-phonon interactions.48,49 Sheet resistance (Rsheet) of 
the as-prepared film is 1404 ± 8.4 Ω sq-1 with the calculated FOM of 1.58 ± 0.01, as shown in 
Figure 2 (c), and these values are similar to those of the GOCNT films in our previous studies.26 A 
SWCNT network covered with and interspersed with GO sheets is observed in the SEM image of 
the as prepared film (Figure 2 (d)), compared to the wrinkle features in pure GO and the network 
structure in pure CNT film (Figure S2 (a) and (b)). After doping the as-prepared film with AuCl3 
acetone bath, the S11 peak disappears completely while the intensity of S22 peak is partly 
suppressed and the T at 550 nm of the film decreases slightly from 85 % to 84 % (Figure 2 (a)). In 
terms of the Raman signal (Figure 2 (b)), there is a reduction in the contribution of G band from 
the metallic species with an upshift in peak position from 1585 to 1598 cm-1, which suggests 
charge extraction from SWCNTs to the dopant (AuCl3) and the resulting phonon stiffening.50,51 As 
a result of doping, the optoelectronic properties of the GOCNT hybrid films are improved, as 
shown in Figure 2 (c), with decreased Rsheet (882 ± 2.1 Ω sq-1) and increased FOM (2.34 ± 0.01) 
(higher FOM value indicates better optoelectronic properties52). In addition, the gold nanoparticles 
(AuNPs, the bright spots in Figure S2 (c)) are observed through the entire film in SEM image 
(Figure 2 (d)). The exact doping mechanism is still under discussion. Most researches assign the 
p-type doping to the reduction of Au3+ to Au, but some others think that the formation of SWCNT-
Cl plays an important role with the electrons of SWCNTs withdrawn to Cl.53 

 

Figure 2: (a) UV-Vis-NIR spectra; (b) Raman spectra (the inset is a zoom-in view of G band) (c) 
Rsheet and FOM and (d) SEM images of as-prepared and AuCl3-doped GOCNT films. 



2.2 Initial testing of photovoltaic devices 

The performances of 3 sets of devices, GOCNT/Si, HTL/Si and GOCNT/HTL/Si, are shown in 
Figure 3, Table 1 and Figure S3. The devices without GOCNT hybrids films, HTL/Si (including 
PEDOT:PSS/Si, NAP /Si and BPV/Si) have the poorest performance among these 3 sets with the 
lowest open circuit voltage (VOC (below 0.5 V), Figure 3 (a)), fill factor (FF (less than 0.2), Figure 3 
(a)), and limited generation of photocurrent (or short circuit current density (JSC) less than 2 mA 
cm2) from 300 to 1100 nm (Figure 3 (b)). The poor efficiency of these devices might be due to the 
serious recombination of the separated holes and electrons (indicated by the terrible diode 
properties (highest ideality (above 2.5) and reverse saturation current (Jsat  ~10-4 mA cm-2), as 
shown in Figure 3 (c) and lowest ɸB (about 0.8 eV)) related to the extremely high Rsheet of the HTL 
(in the order of 106 Ω sq-1) as well as long charge transport distance to the metal grid lines.  

The role of the GOCNT was studied with the addition of hybrid films on HTL coated Si 
(GOCNT/HTL/Si). As shown in Table 1, the efficiency is significantly improved to 9.74 ± 0.31 %, 
6.85 ± 0.36 % and 8.68 ± 0.25 % for GOCNT/PEDOT:PSS/Si, GOCNT/NAP/Si and 
GOCNT/BPV/Si with increased JSC to above 27 mA cm-2, VOC to above 0.52 V and FF to above 
0.45. Noticebly, the efficiency of GOCNT/PEDOT:PSS/Si is approaching the best CNT/Si devices 
before any chemical doping (12.4 %).54 This improvement can be attributed to the dramatic 
enhancement in the diode properties, with ideality decreased to less than 1.3, Jsat minimised to 
less than 4 × 10-6 mA cm-2 and ɸB improved to above 0.89 eV, which indicates that the addition of 
GOCNT hybrid films reduces the recombination of the separated carriers by collecting and 
transporting them to the electrode because of the much lower Rsheet (below 2000 Ω sq-1). 

The role of the HTL was further studied by comparing the performance of GOCNT/Si and 
GOCNT/HTL/Si devices, as shown in Figure 3, Table 1 and Figure S3. The efficiency of 
GOCNT/Si (4.63 ± 0.53 %) is lower than any type of GOCNT/HTL/Si devices. Specifically, the JSC 
for both GOCNT/Si and GOCNT/HTL/Si devices are similar. The HTL based devices seems to 
generate more photocurrent in the high wavelength range (Figure 3 (d), (e) and (f)), but actually 
this is due to the absorbance of light by HTL materials below 550 nm, which is similar to what was 
observed in our previous study.26 The improvement of the performance is mainly due to the 
increased VOC. With the HTL, the devices have better diode properties with lower ideality and Jsat 
and higher ɸB, which is used to estimate the recombination with lower values corresponding to 
more serious recombination, lower FF and VOC. As discussed earlier, the heterojunction formed by 
GOCNT and Si is not an ideal Schottky junction and hence ɸB is calculated from the Equation 2 
which is the assumption of a simpler model. Furthermore, it was shown that the addition of a 
conducting polymer interlayer in graphene/Si devices leads to an increased ɸB.55 Compared to 
GOCNT/HTL/Si devices, the lower VOC, FF, ɸB and worse diode properties of GOCNT/Si indicate 
that the HTL may effectively benefit the separated hole transporting from Si to GOCNT and block 
the separated electron at the same time. 

Table 1: Details of the performance of GOCNT/Si, GOCNT/PEDOT:PSS/Si, GOCNT/NAP/Si and 
GOCNT/BPV/Si devices. The interlayers were applied with spin-coating at the same speed (7000 
rpm) and the thicknesses were measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM) (PEDOT:PSS: 10 nm; 
NAP: 30 nm; BPV; 35 nm, as shown in Figure S4, Figure S5 and Figure S6). All the devices in 
these plots are fabricated with as-prepared GOCNT films. 

 GOCNT/Si GOCNT/PEDOT:PSS/Si GOCNT/NAP/Si GOCNT/BPV/Si 
Efficiency (%) 4.63 ± 0.53 9.74 ± 0.31 6.85 ± 0.36 8.68 ± 0.25 

JSC 

(mA cm-2) 
27.74 ± 0.56 27.93 ± 0.27 27.74 ± 0.25 27.71 ± 0.33 

VOC 
(V) 

0.442 ± 0.012 0.576 ± 0.03 0.525 ± 0.002 0.531 ± 0.003 

FF 0.38 ± 0.04 0.61 ± 0.01 0.47 ± 0.02 0.59 ± 0.03 



Rshunt 

(Ω) 
1.06 × 103 

± 1.4 × 102 
4.67 × 103 

± 3.4 × 102 
5.48 × 103 

± 2.6 × 102 
3.84 × 103 

± 1.7 × 102 
Rseries (Ω) 422.1 ± 18.0 87.1 ± 7.8 159.7 ± 8.6 69.1 ± 2.5 
Ideality 1.67 ± 0.23 1.16 ± 0.05 1.28 ± 0.09 1.25 ± 0.08 

JSat 
(mA cm-2) 

2.72 × 10-5 

± 2.99 × 10-5 
3.10 × 10-7 

± 2.57 × 10-7 
4.28 × 10-6 

± 3.22 × 10-6 
3.14 × 10-6 

± 2.88 × 10-6 
ɸB (eV) 0.85 ± 0.02 0.96 ± 0.02 0.89 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.01 

 

 

Figure 3: Performance of the GOCNT/Si, HTL/Si and GOCNT/HTL/Si devices: J-V curves under 
light conditions with (a) PEDOT:PSS, (b) NAP and (c) BPV as the HTL; External quantum 
efficiency (EQE) curves with (d) PEDOT:PSS, (e) NAP and (f) BPV as the HTL; J-V curves (J is on 
log scale) under dark conditions with (g) PEDOT:PSS, (h) NAP and (i) BPV as the HTL. The 
interlayers were applied with spin-coating at the same speed (7000 rpm) and the thicknesses were 
measured by AFM (PEDOT:PSS: 10 nm; NAP: 30 nm; BPV; 35 nm, as shown in Figure S4, Figure 
S5 and Figure S6). All the devices in these plots are fabricated with as-prepared GOCNT films. 

2.3 Thickness of HTLs 

In order to study the influence of the HTL thickness on the solar cell performance, the same 
amount of stock solution was applied on the Si substrates with different spin speeds (1000, 3000, 
5000 and 7000 rpm). As shown in Figure S4, Figure S5, and Figure S6, the thicknesses of the 
PEDOT:PSS layers (applied from 1000 to 7000 rpm) are 40, 30, 20 and 10 nm; for NAP, they are 
90, 70, 50, 30 nm (applied from 1000 to 7000 rpm); and for BPV, they are 85, 65, 50, 30 nm 
(applied from 1000 to 7000 rpm). It is worth noting that PEDOT:PSS forms pinhole-free films while 
there are some pinholes in the other two films (see AFM data in the supplemental information). 



Solar cells with different HTL thicknesses between the GOCNT and Si substrate were prepared 
and tested with the details illustrated in Figure 4 and Figure S7. 

The J-V light curves are shown in Figure S7 (a), (b) and (c). In the GOCNT/PEDOT:PSS/Si and 
GOCNT/NAP/Si architecture, the efficiency peaks for devices coated with 20 and 70 nm HTL 
(11.00  0.17 % and 9.71  0.19 %, Figure 4 (a)) respectively while it is difficult to assign the best 
thickness value of BPV for GOCNT/BPV/Si devices due to the relatively large error bars but the 
optimised thickness might be between 50 and 65 nm. For all three types of devices, there seems 
to be a clear dependence between the efficiency and both the FF and VOC, as shown in Figure 4 
(b) and (c). Both FF and VOC increases with thickness of the HTLs at first then decreases when 
the HTL is thicker, especially for GOCNT/PEDOT:PSS/Si and GOCNT/NAP/Si devices. This trend 
is because a better heterojunction is formed initially with the increase in thickness providing 
decreased recombination at first, but when the film is very thick, the ability to transport holes 
collected from Si to GOCNT electrode decreases.26 In terms of the photocurrent, the general trend 
is that it decreases with increase in HTL thickness, as shown in Figure 4 (d). This decreasing 
trend can be explained by the EQE measurements (Figure S7 (d), (e) and (f)) where the 
absorbance of HTL material at low wavelength range increases with the thickness and thus fewer 
excitons are created in the Si with less photocurrent produced. In addition to the efficiency relevant 
parameters (FF and VOC), the efficiency of the devices seems also highly relevant to both Rshunt (in 
a similar trend, Figure 4 (e)) and Rseries (in a reverse trend, Figure 4 (f)). The diode properties are 
summarised in Figure 4 (g), (h) and (i) with the J-V dark curves illustrated in Figure S7 (g), (h) 
and (i). Due to the relatively large error bars, it is difficult to draw any conclusions from these 
devices while still it seems that the devices with the optimised HTL thickness have better diode 
properties (lower ideality and Jsat but higher ɸB) than those with very thick HTL. Therefore, when 
the thickness of PEDOT:PSS is 20 nm  (and for NAP and BPV, they are 70 nm and somewhere 
between 50 to 65 nm), the HTL is thick enough to create an ideal heterojunction as well as thin 
enough to transport holes effectively from Si to GOCNT. The resulting devices have the highest 
efficiency. 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 4: Performance details of GOCNT/HTL/Si (GOCNT/PEDOT:PSS/Si, GOCNT/NAP/Si and 
GOCNT/BPV/Si) devices with HTL of different thicknesses: (a) Efficiency; (b) FF; (c) VOC; (d) JSC; 
(e) Rshunt; (f) Rseries; (g) ideality; (h) Jsat and (i) ɸB. The short-dash curves in these plots are only 
used to improve the readability of the presented information and they do not indicate any trend 
especially where there are no data points. All the devices in these plots are fabricated with as-
prepared GOCNT films. 

2.4 AuCl3 bath doping 

In order to further improve the performance of the devices, many dopants are available to reduce 
the Rsheet of GOCNT films.56 For instance, AuCl3 aqueous solution was applied to the device 
surface by spin coating in our previous study.26 Here, a new doping process in an acetone bath is 
developed (refer to Experimental details), which can be potentially applied to any floating 
transferred GOCNT or thick CNT films onto any substrates without the damaging the surface. The 
detailed impact of the AuCl3 doping on the performance of the solar cells (GOCNT/Si and 
GOCNT/HTL/Si with the optimised HTL thickness) are summarised and plotted in Figure 5 and 
Figure S8. 

As shown in Figure 5 (a), AuCl3 doping can improve the efficiency for all of the devices, in which 
performance of GOCNT/Si devices has the best improvement while the HTL involved devices 
show much less improvement. Generally, the devices have a slight decrease in JSC (Figure 5 (b)) 
due to the absorbance of the dopant, which is reflected in the reduction in the photocurrent in the 
low wavelength range in EQE measurements (Figure S8 (b)). VOC of all the GOCNT/HTL/Si 
devices are not influenced dramatically with doping while there is a clear increase for GOCNT/Si 
devices (Figure 5 (c) and Figure S8 (a)). The stable VOC of GOCNT/HTL/Si might be explained by 
the fact that the doping only changes the properties of the electrode and maintains the interface 
properties between Si and HTL where the separation of the excitons occurs (this is corresponding 
to limited changes in the diode properties for GOCNT/HTL/Si device, as shown in Figure 5 (g), (h), 



(i) and Figure S8 (c)). Similarly, one might simply attribute the improved VOC in GOCNT/Si 
devices to the change of the properties across the interface between GOCNT and Si. However, 
there is more behind this since it did not occur in our previous report where a reduced VOC was 
observed and it was assigned to the possible shorts caused by the AuNPs bridging the Si with the 
front metal electrode.26,57 Since the doping is performed in a different manner here, the possibility 
of the bridging by AuNPs is probably reduced dramatically due to the elimination of the contact 
between the AuCl3 stock solution with Si surface during the doping. As the shorts normally cause 
a change in the heterojunction diode properties and there is no significant change in ideality, Jsat 
and ɸB for GOCNT/Si devices with AuCl3-doped electrodes (there even seems to be a slight 
improvement in these parameters, Figure 5 (g), (h), (i) and Figure S8 (c)), this is another piece of 
evidence showing that the presence of shorts is greatly suppressed with the improved doping 
process. The most significant change in the properties of the GOCNT films by doping is the 
increase in the conductivity and as a result, compared to as-prepared devices, FF and Rshunt are 
improved while the reduction in Rseries is observed with AuCl3-doped electrodes for all of the 
devices (GOCNT/Si and GOCNT/HTL/Si), as shown in Figure 5 (d), (e), and (f).  

 

Figure 5: Details of the GOCNT/HTL/Si device performance with the optimised HTL thickness 
(they are 20, 70 and 65 nm for PEDOT:PSS, NAP and BPV) with and without AuCl3 doping; (a) 
Efficiency; (b) Jsc; (c) Voc; (d) FF; (e) Rshunt; (f) Rseries; (g) Ideality; (h) Jsat and (i) ɸB. 

 

3. Conclusion 

PEDOT:PSS, NAP and BPV hole transporting layers have been added between the GOCNT 
hybrid electrode and the Si substrate to build GOCNT/HTL/Si solar cells. After the optimisation of 
HTL thickness, the efficiency of GOCNT/PEDOT:PSS/Si, GOCNT/NAP/Si and GOCNT/BPV/Si are 



11.00 ± 0.17 %, 9.71 ± 0.19 % and 9.78 ± 0.31 %. These numbers are further improved to 12.05 ± 
0.21 %, 10.57 ± 0.37 % and 10.68 ± 0.27 % with AuCl3-doped GOCNT top electrodes based on a 
bath immersion process. The major role of the interlayer is to transport holes while blocking 
electron transport from Si to GOCNT films after the separation of the excitons, and therefore 
improving the heterojunction properties through a reduction in charge recombination. 

 

4. Experimental details 

4.1 Synthesis of New Hole Transporting Materials: TPA-NAP-TPA (NAP) and TPA-BPV-TPA (BPV) 
were synthesized and characterized according to previous reports and the synthesis details are 
given in the follwoing.30,31 

Synthesis of 4,4'-(naphthalene-2,6-diyl)bis(N,N-bis(4-methoxyphenyl)aniline) (TPA-NAP-
TPA): 
In a round bottom flask 2,6-bis(4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-yl)naphthalene (150 mg, 
0.395 mmol), 4-bromo-N,N-bis(4-methoxyphenyl)aniline (455 mg, 1.184 mmol), and 2 M aqueous 
K2CO3 solution (12 mL) were dissolved in degassed toluene (18 mL). The solution was purged 
with argon for 15 minutes, then tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium (16.18 mg 0.014 mmol) was 
added. The reaction was stirred at 120 C for 2 days. Then the reaction mixture was cooled to 
room temperature and extracted with chloroform and water. The organic layer was dried over 
anhydrous Na2SO4 and concentrated by evaporation. After removing the solvent under reduced 
pressure, the residue was purified using silica gel column chromatography (eluent: Hexane : Ethyl 
Acetate 10:1 (v:v)). Then the crude product recrystallized from hot Methanol to yield the desired 
compound as a light brown solid (150 mg, 50%). 1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3):  δ 7.89 (s, 2H), 7.81-
7.80 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 7.65-7.63 (dd, J1 = 8.4 Hz, J2 = 1.2 Hz, 2H), 7.48-7.47 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 4H), 
7.03-6.96 (m, 12H), 6.79-6.77 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 8H), 3.73 (s, 12 H). 13C NMR (120 MHz, CDCl3): δ 
155.93, 148.21, 140.88, 137.84, 132.92, 132.63, 128.45, 127.71, 126.65, 125.58, 124.39, 120.86, 
114.74, 55.53. ESI-MS: C50H42N2O4

+• m/z 734.50 (calculated m/z 734.31). 
 
Synthesis of (E)-4',4'''-(ethene-1,2-diyl)bis(N,N-bis(4-methoxyphenyl)-[1'',1'''-biphenyl]-4-
amine) (TPA-BPV-TPA) 
In a round bottom flask, (E)-1,2-bis(4-bromophenyl)ethene (150 mg, 0.443 mmol), compound 3 
(439 mg, 1.02 mmol), and 2 M aqueous K2CO3 solution (12 mL) were dissolved in anhydrous 
toluene (18 mL). The solution was degassed by argon for 20 minutes, then 
tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium (16 mg 0.014 mmol) was added. Subsequently, the mixture 
was degassed for 30 min before the reaction was stirred at 120 C for 2 days. After the reaction 
mixture was cooled to room temperature and extracted with chloroform and water. The organic 
layer was dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and then concentrated by evaporation. Purification of the 
crude product was carried out by using silica gel chromatography using a mixture of hexane and 
dichloromethane as eluent and then being recrystallized from hot Acetone to yield the desired 
compound as a yellow solid (200 mg, 80%). 1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3, ppm), 7.45 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 
4H), 7.15 (s, 2H), 7.11 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 8H), 7.00 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 4H), 6.86 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 8H), 3.81 
(s, 12H). 13C NMR (120 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 155.87, 148.16, 140.80, 139.86, 135.65, 132.38, 
127.85, 127.24, 126.86, 126.62, 120.64, 114.69, 55.53, 55.45. ESI-MS: C54H46N2O4

+• m/z 786.58 
(calculated m/z 786.35). 

4.2 Stock solutions 

A PEDOT:PSS aqueous dispersion (15 mg mL-1) was used as received (Clevios PVPAI 4083). 
Two solutions are prepared by dissolving 20 mg solid NAP or BPV into 1,2-dichlorobenzene with 
the final concentration to be 5 mg mL-1. 30 mL of 5 mM HAuCl4·3H2O (Sigma-Aldrich) solution for 



doping was prepared by dissolving 59 mg of the solid in acetone at room temperature with mild 
vortex mixing. 

GO was prepared by following the improved Hummers’ synthesis method developed by Marcano 
et al. with slight modifications.58 Specifically, a mixture of concentrated 360 mL H2SO4 and 40 mL 
H3PO4 (9:1) was added to a mixture of graphite flakes and KMnO4 (3 g/ 18 g). The reaction was 
heated at 50 °C with stirring for 12 h. It was then cooled down to room temperature and 
centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 4 h. The supernatant was discarded and the top 2/3 of the solid was 
collected and washed with water (200 mL), 30% HCl (200 mL) and ethanol (200 mL two times) in 
succession. For each wash, the mixture was centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 4 h and the supernatant 
was disposed while the top 2/3 of the solid content was collected for next wash. After the last wash, 
the solid was dried in a freeze dryer overnight and collected as the as prepared GO. The as-
prepared GO solids were suspended in deionised water with sonication for 20 min with the final 
concentration to be 1 mg mL-1.  

5 mg CNT (P3-SWNT, Carbon Solutions Inc., USA) were suspended with 50 mL of deionised 
water by sonication for 1 h. 2 mL GO stock dispersion was added with 45 mL CNT stock solution 
in order to target the ideal mass ratio of GO : CNT (1 : 2.25, according to our previous study, 
GOCNT hybrid with this ratio have ideal optoelectronic properties for application in solar cells).18 
The hybrid solution was further sonicated for 1.5 hr, followed by centrifugation at 17500 g for 1 
hour at 10 °C to remove large agglomerates. The supernatant was collected and centrifuged one 
more time in the same manner. The second supernatant was collected and stored as the starting 
dispersion for the preparation of GOCNT hybrid film electrodes. All the sonication steps in the 
procedure were performed with an ice bath.  

4.3 Fabrication of hybrid films 

GOCNT hybrid films were prepared via vacuum filtration, which is similar to the procedure 
reported previosuly.26 Specifically, 200 µL of GOCNT starting dispersion was diluted with 
deionised water to 100 mL. A mixed cellulose ester membrane (MCE, 0.45 µm, HAWP, Millipore, 
Australia) was used to collect GO and CNT. Beneath the MCE membrane was a nitrocellulose 
membrane (25 nm, VSWP, Millipore, Australia) with four holes (0.49 cm2 each) so that a faster 
flow rate at the areas of four holes resulting from the different pore sizes of these two membranes 
produced four identical GOCNT films on MCE in one filtration. After being dried with very gentle 
nitrogen flow, each individual GOCNT electrode on the filter membranes was cut with a pair of 
scissors and placed into an acetone bath for 3 x 30 min to dissolve the MCE. They were then 
picked up with a as-fabricated or PEDOT:PSS coated Si substrate to fabricate solar cell devices, 
GOCNT/Si or  GOCNT/PEDOT:PSS/Si, or with a glass slide to characterise the optoelectronic 
properties of the hybrid electrodes, T and Rsheet. In terms of the device fabrication based on NAP 
and BPV with high solubility in acetone, a homemade Teflon spoon was applied to transfer the 
free-floating hybrid films from the acetone bath to a deionised water bath. They were then picked 
up with a NAP or BPV coated Si substrate to fabricate the solar cells with the architecture of 
GOCNT/NAP/Si or GOCNT/BPV/Si. 

4.4 Fabrication of devices 

Solar cells were fabricated from phosphorous doped silicon wafers (n-type, 5-10 Ω cm, 525 µm 
thick with a 100 nm thermal oxide, ABC GmbH, Germany). The structure of gold grid was defined 
by photolithography in a clean room (Class 1000). In detail, positive photoresist (AZ1518, micro 
resist technology GmbH, Munich, Germany) was spin-coated on the surface of Si wafer at 3000 
rpm for 30 s, and then followed by soft baking at 100 °C for 50 s on a hot plate. After cooling the 
photoresist-coated wafer to room temperature on stainless steel plate, the grid patterns were 
defined with a photo mask by a mask aligner (EVG 610, EVG). Then, the wafer was immersed in a 
developer solution (AZ 726 MIF, AZ electronic Materials, GmbH, Munich, Germany) for 20 s to 



develop the photoresist, rinsed with deionized water to remove the residue of the photoresist and 
dried with a nitrogen flow. The spacing between each grid line is 0.5 mm with the width to be 0.01 
mm. These grid lines are designed in a 3 × 3 mm square and the final active area is 0.087 cm2. 48 
Si substrates were produced on a 4 inch wafer each time. A post baking process was performed 
on a hot plate at 115 °C for 50 s. The front metal electrode (Au/Cr 90/5nm, 95 nm in total) was 
deposited by a sputter coater (Quorumtech, Q300T-D) and the thickness was monitored by a 
quartz crystal microbalance. Then, the substrate was immersed in acetone for 1.5 h followed by 
mild rubbing to remove the photoresist. One drop of buffered oxide etch (6:1 of 40 % NH4F and 
49 % hydrofluoric acid (HF), Sigma Aldrich, Australia) was placed on the active area with the 
defined Au grid for about 90 s (the exact time is highly dependent on the temperature) to remove 
the SiO2 layer. For GOCNT/Si devices, the Si substrate was then used to pick up the free-standing 
GOCNT from the acetone bath. For the GOCNT/PEDOT:PSS/Si,  GOCNT/NAP/Si and 
GOCNT/BPV/Si (as well as the PEDOT:PSS/Si, NAP/Si and BPV/Si control) devices, 20 µL of 
HTL stock solution deposited onto the Si surface by spin-coating at different spin speeds (1000, 
3000, 5000, 7000 rpm) for 1 min at ambient atmosphere. Then, these HTL coated Si substrates 
were heated at 125 °C for 15 min and used to pick up the GOCNT films either from acetone or 
deionized water. After the GOCNT films were dried by a very gentle nitrogen flow, the underside of 
the silicon was scratched with a diamond pen to form a conducting path from Si to the back 
contact. As shown in Figure 1 (c) and (d), the devices were fixed onto stainless steel plates with 
gallium indium eutectic (EGaIn). For the PEDOT:PSS/Si, NAP/Si and BPV/Si control devices, they 
were mounted on the stainless steel plates after the HTL deposition and scratching of the 
underside of the silicon.  

The AuCl3 doping was performed by transferring the free-floating GOCNT films from the acetone 
bath into AuCl3 bath after dissolving MCE filter membrane. The doping period was 15 min and then 
the films were transferred back to acetone (for GOCNT/Si, GOCNT/PEDOT:PSS/Si and 
GOCNT/glass) or water (for GOCNT/NAP/Si and GOCNT/BPV/Si) bath and ready to be picked up. 

4.5 Characterisation 

The performance of the solar cells was evaluated by a custom LabviewTM virtual instrument 
connected with a Keithley 2400 source unit. The power density of the collimated Xenon-arc light 
with a filter of AM 1.5G was calibrated to 100 mW cm-2 at the device surface by a standard cell 
(PV Measurements, NIST-traceable certification). The devices were tested under both light and 
dark conditions to measure the efficiency and estimate the properties of the diode. Ideality and Jsat 
were calculated from the linear parts of the fitting of the dark J-V curve with the following Equation 
1 for analysing the diode properties. 

1           Equation 1 

where J is the measured current density under the dark condition; q is elemental charge 
(1.602 × 10-19 C); V is the applied voltage during the measurement; n is the ideality; k is 
Boltzmann constant (1.381 × 10-23 m2 kg s-2 K-1) and T is the temperature (293 K).59 

The Schottky barrier height (ɸB) is related to Jsat and can be estimated by Equation 2:60 

	 	 ∗           Equation 2 

where A* is Richardson constant (112 A cm-2 K-2 for Si).61 

EQE of the devices was measured as a function of wavelength from 300 to 1100 nm by passing 
the chopped light from a xenon source through a monochromator. The transparency of the 
GOCNT hybrid films at 550 nm was determined by UV Vis-NIR spectroscopy (Lambda 950 
PerkinElmer) with the background subtraction of a clean glass slide. The Rsheet of the GOCNT 
films was measured by a four-point probe in linear configuration (Keithlink). The optoelectronic 



properties of the hybrid films can then be evaluated with figure of merit FOM which is calculated by 
Equation 3 and rearranged to Equation 4 as follows: 

	 1 ∙ ∙           Equation 3 

          Equation 4 

where μ0 is free space permeability (4π × 10-7 N A-2);  ε0 is free space permittivity  (8.854 × 10-12 C2 
N-1 m-2); and OP() and DC are optical and electrical conductivity, respectively.61-63 

The thicknesses of HTL materials were measured by AFM (Multimode, Bruker). Raman spectra of 
the films are determined by AFM-Raman system (Nanonics-Horiba) with the excitation energy of 
1.96 eV. The morphology of the film surface was characterised by SEM (Inspect F50, FEI). 
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Figure S1: (a) UV-Vis of the GO stock solution (normalised at 227 nm); (b) Raman spectrum of 
pure GO film prepared from the stock solution (normalised at D band); (c) SEM image of GO 
sheets from the stock solution (the inset shows an example of GO aggregate). 

There is a characteristic peak for GO at 227 nm and a broad absorbance over the visible range in 
the UV-Vis spectrum, as shown in Figure S1 (a). The Raman spectrum shows 2 major peaks at 
about 1350 and 1590 cm-1 with the G/D band ratio below 1 (Figure S1 (b)), which indicates  
oxygen-enriched functional groups have been successfully introduced on the surface of graphene 
sheet. The SEM image (Figure S1 (c)) shows some GO flakes in the stock solution. The overall 
results indicate that high quality GO has been synthesised. 

 

Figure S2: SEM images of (a) pure GO film on Si; (b) pure CNT film on Si; (c) drop-casted AuCl3 
stock solution on Si. 

The SEM image of the pure GO film illustrates the wrinkle features expected for GO sheets 
(Figure S2 (a)) while there is a network of SWCNT bundles in the pure CNT film (Figure S2 (b)). 
The drop casting of AuCl3 on Si introduces some AuNPs (the bright spots) over the entire area, as 
shown in Figure S2 (c). 



 

Figure S3: Details of the device performance of GOCNT/Si, GOCNT/PEDOT:PSS/Si, 
GOCNT/NAP/Si and GOCNT/BPV/Si; (a) Efficiency; (b) Jsc; (c) Voc; (d) FF; (e) Rshunt; (f) Rseries; (g) 
Ideality; (h) Jsat and (i) ɸB. The HTLs were applied with spin-coating at the same speed (7000 rpm) 
and the thickness were estimated by AFM (PEDOT:PSS: 10 nm; NAP: 30 nm; BPV; 35 nm, as 
shown in Figure S4, Figure S5 and Figure S6). All the devices in these plots are fabricated with 
as-prepared GOCNT films. 

Figure S3  shows the details to the performance of GOCNT/Si and GOCNT/HTL/Si devices. The 
thicknesses of these HTLs are slightly different. Compared to the GOCNT/Si control devices, the 
GOCNT/HTL/Si devices have higher efficiency (Figure S3 (a)), among which 
GOCNT/PEDOT:PSS/Si has the highest efficiency. The performance improvement of the 
GOCNT/HTL/Si devices is not due to the JSC but the higher VOC and FF (Figure S3 (b)-(d)). The 
Rshunt of GOCNT/Si is at least 3 times lower than that of any type of GOCNT/HTL/Si devices while 
the its Rseries is at least two times higher than those of GOCNT/HTL/Si devices, (Figure S3 (e) and 
(f)). In terms of the diode properties, though it is difficult to compare among GOCNT/HTL/Si 
devices due to the relatively large error bars, it is clear that the both the ideality and the Jsat of all 
three types of GOCNT/HTL/Si devices are lower than that of GOCNT/Si control device (Figure S3 
(g) and (h)). Furthermore, the calculated ɸB increases with the addition of HTL between GOCNT 
and Si substrate (Figure S3 (i)). 



 

Figure S4: Topographical images ((a)-(d)) from AFM and plots of height versus distance ((e)-(h)) 
from the step function of NanoScope Analysis for the thickness measurement of PEDO:PSS 
layers on Si with different spin speed from 1000 to 7000 rpm. 

Figure S4 shows the results of the AFM measurement of the thickness of PEDOT:PSS layers on 
Si. The thicknesses of PEDOT:PSS prepared by spin coating at 1000, 3000, 5000, and 7000 rpm 
are 40, 30, 20 and 10 nm. 

 

Figure S5: Topographical images ((a)-(d)) from AFM and plots of height versus distance ((e)-(h)) 
from the step function of NanoScope Analysis for the thickness measurement of NAP layers on Si 
with different spin speed from 1000 to 7000 rpm. 

The thicknesses of NAP prepared by spin coating at 1000, 3000, 5000, and 7000 rpm are 90, 70, 
50 and 30 nm, as shown in Figure S5. 



 

Figure S6: Topographical images ((a)-(d)) from AFM and plots of height versus distance ((e)-(h)) 
from the step function of NanoScope Analysis for the thickness measurement of BPV layers on Si 
with different spin speed from 1000 to 7000 rpm. 

The thicknesses of BPV prepared by spin coating at 1000, 3000, 5000, and 7000 rpm are 85, 65, 
50 and 35 nm, as shown in Figure S6. 

 



Figure S7: Performance of the GOCNT/HTL/Si devices with HTLs of different thicknesses: J-V 
curves under light conditions with (a) PEDOT:PSS, (b) NAP and (c) BPV as the HTL; EQE curves 
with (d) PEDOT:PSS, (e) NAP and (f) BPV as the HTL; J-V curves (J is on log scale) under dark 
conditions with (g) PEDOT:PSS, (h) NAP and (i) BPV as the HTL. The interlayers were applied 
with spin-coating at different speeds (1000, 3000, 5000, and 7000 rpm) and the thicknesses were 
measured by AFM and shown in each plot. All the devices in these plots are fabricated with as-
prepared GOCNT films. 

Figure S7 shows the J-V curves of GOCNT/HTL/Si devices with HTLs of different thicknesses 
(GOCNT/PEDO:PSS/Si, GOCNT/NAP/Si and GOCNT/BPV/Si) measured under both light and 
dark conditions as well as their EQE results. The details of these curves are summarised and 
plotted in Figure 4 in the main text. Overall, 20 and 70 nm are the optimised thickness of 
PEDOT:PSS and NAP while GOCNT/BPV/Si devices seem to have high efficiency with the BPV 
thickness from 50 to 65 nm. 

 

Figure S8: The influence of AuCl3 doping on the solar cell (GOCNT/Si and GOCNT/HTL/Si with 
the optimised HTL thickness) performance; (a) J-V curves under light conditions; (b) EQE 
measurements; and (c) J-V curves under dark conditions. The short dash curves show the 
performance of the devices with as-prepared GOCNT films while the solid curves show the 
performance of the devices with AuCl3-doped GOCNT films. 

Figure S8 shows the impact of AuCl3 doping on the performance of the GOCNT/Si and 
GOCNT/HTL/Si (with the optimised HTL thickness) devices. The details of these curves are 
summarised and showed in Figure 5. Overall, AuCl3 doping is effective in improving all of the 
device performance parameters to varying degrees. 

 

 

 

 

 


